WATER VIEW, AMAZING POOL!
$ 379,900

2464 Pawtucket Pass, Mount Dora, FL 32757
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QR Code
Beds: 2 | Baths: 2 Full
MLS #: G5021990
Single Family | 1,785 ft² | Lot: 8,710 ft²
Gorgeous and upgraded home in Lakes of Mount Dora, a gated
community.
The Kitchen is fantastic w/beautiful cabinetry with under cabinet
lighting, granite counters, tiled back splash and ss appliances!
The open floor plan has the kitchen opening to a large dining
area, with lots of glass sliders to the rear covered lanai and
gorgeous pool area.
The pool has an oversized heater, perfect to warm up in the socalled "Florida winters"!
The Gated community has a huge pool where you can even do
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laps, a massive workout area, library and event center with
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WATER VIEW, AMAZING POOL in this gorgeous and upgraded home in Lakes of Mount Dora, a gated community. Gorgeous
porcelain tile throughout this home, upgrades galore. the kitchen is fantastic with the beautiful cabinetry with under cabinet lighting,
backsplash, granite counters, and stainless-steel appliances. The open floor plan has the kitchen opening to a large dining area,
with lots of glass sliders to the rear covered lanai and gorgeous pool area. The master suite is fantastic with a great water view, has
an upgraded shower and large walk in closet with built in closet system!. The second bedroom is well appointed with a pretty
bathroom, plus there is a functional den/office that could easily be used as a bedroom! Even the laundry room is fantastic with a
upgraded washer and dryer, plus extra cabinetry and even a laundry sink with granite counter! Tray ceiling in the huge family room,
and crown molding is throughout the main living areas. Recessed lighting everywhere, Relax on your porch, watch the birds fly by
and look at the calm waters behind the home. The floor plan is fantastic- split bedroom plan with plenty of space! The pool has an
oversized heater, perfect to warm up in the so-called "Florida winters"! Gated community has a huge pool where you can even do
laps, a massive workout area, library and event center with activities! Live your best life here....see the photos and the video and
make your appointment to come see this today!!!
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